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a few weeks ago, i was introduced to this game. right away i thought it was a classic. i've played a
lot of retro games, and this one is in my top 3. i was very pleased with this game. i always like to
play a game that i already know how to play so i didn't need to read anything. i started playing a
game, and it was very easy for me to get into it. in a hurry i found the game to be very addicting.

when i first played crazy chicken i didn't know what to expect. the graphics looked decent, the
gameplay was unique, the level design was very good, and the controls were easy to understand.

but is it really a good game? crazy chicken is not a bad game, it is a great game. i didn't think that it
was going to be that good, but it is. i think that is one of the best games that i have played on the

playstation. this game is a decent shooter. the game play isn't amazing, the graphics are fairly
decent, the music is very interesting, and the best part about the game is that the controls are very
easy to pick up and the game is still fun after a few hours of playing. the first thing i noticed when
playing crazy chicken was the very simple controls. it's about as easy as a first person shooter can
get. the controls were easy to learn and the gameplay is very simple. you just need to keep an eye
on the four floating lights. the game even has an option to turn off the hud if you don't want to see
the enemies. it doesn't get much easier than that. okay, lets get this out of the way, the control are
terrible. the biggest problem with the game is the fact that you move your character with the analog

stick. that's correct, you move your character with the analog stick. i know, i know, that's not a
problem. the problem is, it doesn't move you fast enough. i can barely move a chicken, and

sometimes it gets stuck in one spot. the controls are the biggest problem with this game, they are
terrible.
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theres not a whole lot to the game, but its a good thing, because there isnt anything wrong with this
game. there are only three game modes, and there are only four levels in each mode, and all in all,
there are only sixteen levels in the game. but theres enough content in this game, and the controls

are easy enough to grasp, that i think this would have some longevity, and if you like the crazy
chicken franchise, and especially if you like the crazy chicken quacktacular mobile game, youre

going to like this game. the game begins with your little friendly chicken being dropped into a world
called atlantis, and it being in need of some rescuing. its going to have to go through atlantis in

order to get home, but its going to have to first deal with a bunch of levels before getting to the big
boss. atlantis is a maze, and by maze i mean that its got a bunch of obstacles, and by obstacle i
mean that most of the levels consist of a bunch of people that need to be fought, and rescued.
theres your standard crazy chicken enemies, like squirrels, and pirates, and lions, and there are

more exotic enemies, like giraffes and birds. all of the levels in this game, as well as the enemies,
are well designed. the levels are designed to be fairly challenging, and the enemies are designed to
be fun, as well as challenging. theres some great variety here, and the levels arent too repetitive.

the game also features a very nice touch, and that is the ability to select and equip your little
chicken with a variety of hats, as well as various items, like a shovel, or a whip, or a torch. i really

liked this feature, and i hope they include it on future installments of the game. 5ec8ef588b
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